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Abstract—Food forgery is one of the most articulated socio-economic concerns, which contributed to increase people awareness on what they eat. Identification of species represents a key aspect to expose commercial frauds implemented by substitution of valuable species with others of lower value. Fish species identification is mainly performed by morphological identification of gross anatomical features of the whole fish. However, the increasing presence on markets of new little-known species makes morphological identification of species difficult. In this paper we present FishAPP, a cloud-based infrastructure for fish species recognition. FishAPP is composed of a mobile application developed for the Android and the iOS mobile operating system enabling the user to shot pictures of a whole fish and submit them for remote analysis and a remote cloud-based processing system that implements a complex image processing pipeline and a neural network machine learning system able to analyze the obtained images and to perform classification into predefined fish classes. Preliminary results obtained from the available dataset provided encouraged results.

1. Introduction

Food forgery is one of the most articulated socio-economic concerns, which contributed to increase people awareness on what they eat. Identification of species represents a key aspect to expose commercial frauds implemented by substitution of valuable species with others of lower value.

Fish species identification is mainly performed by morphological identification of gross anatomical features of the whole fish. However, the increasing presence on markets of new little-known species makes morphological identification of species difficult or impossible to carry out [1]. In this context it appears of utmost importance to dispose of analytical methods able to perform a correct and fast identification of fish species, thus supporting health inspectors analysis but also guaranteeing to end consumers the origin and safety of the eaten fish foodstuffs.

In recent decades, many new and promising techniques for the identification of fishes have emerged. The FAO review on fish identification tools for biodiversity and fisheries assessments has analyzed a large set of current practices in fish species identification [2]. They include traditional, long-trusted and tested tools, such as the use of trained taxonomists, reference collections or field guides based on dichotomous keys, as well as more recently developed and automated tools, e.g., image recognition systems (IRSs), interactive electronic keys, computer-based morphometric identification (IPez) and genetic methods. However, with few exceptions, such automatic methods have not yet been translated into user-friendly applications for non-specialists and still require further investments to mature into globally applicable tools.

When looking at different species recognition systems to prevent fish falsification several decision criteria must be considered. This includes: response time, accuracy, resolution, type and resources [2]. The response time defines how quickly a result can be obtained and sets whether it can be applied in field or in specialized labs. Accuracy sets the error rate of the recognition system, whereas the resolution defines how specific should be the information obtained (e.g., whether it is sufficient to pinpoint the order or family of a specimen, or it is necessary to also determine the species or population). This is mainly related to the field of application of the identification methods, e.g., health inspectors or end customers. The type defines whether the identification must be performed through examination of a fresh and whole specimen or it can be also performed based on frozen or otherwise processed organisms or parts of their bodies or on photographs of variable quality. Finally, resources (costs, expertises) define what funds, qualified staff and equipment are required for the activity. Resources available for species identification can range from very low, i.e., one or a few unskilled operators and no equipment other than a book, to very high, i.e., a research vessel fully equipped with a variety of devices, state-of-the art computer facilities, a scientific laboratory and highly specialized scientific and technical operators.

Among the different automatic species recognition sys-
tem genomic approaches [3] are those guaranteeing highest accuracy and resolution. They however suffer from high costs because they require complex instruments and well trained staff. They require time to produce results, thus limiting their application to specialized labs accessible to health inspectors. On the other side, image recognition systems coupled with machine learning techniques are gaining attention due to their good accuracy, fast response time and, more importantly, low demand in terms of resources.

Nevertheless, although the literature is rich of approaches for image processing and machine learning techniques applied to fish species recognition, their development still remains at an academic level and further investments are required to transfer this technology to the end users [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13].

In this context, the widespread diffusion of mobile devices such as smartphones and tablets coupled with cloud computer resources represent a unique tool to cover this gap. Mobile devices represent a low-cost and widespread sensor system enabling million of users to collect reasonable high-quality pictures of fishes and to transfer them through the Internet to high-end computational system located in the Cloud. Moreover Cloud computing offers an ideal infrastructure to implement the computational intensive algorithms required to process the received images and to classify them into target species through machine learning techniques. Eventually, the results of the computation can be easily sent back to the user in a user friendly format as well as saved on the cloud for further and more complex analysis.

This combination of mobile applications and cloud computing represents a unique instrument to provide end users a valuable service to identify fish falsification, and a powerful acquisition system to collect thousands of pictures from the field that can be potentially used to train the machine learning algorithms and to increase their capability of recognizing different species.

In this paper we present FishAPP, a cloud-based infrastructure for fish species recognition. FishAPP is basically composed of a mobile application and a remote cloud. The mobile application, developed for the Android and the iOS mobile operating system, allow to the user to shot pictures of a whole fish and submit them for remote analysis. A remote cloud-based processing system then implements a complex image processing pipeline and a neural network machine learning system is able to analyze the obtained images and to perform classification into predefined fish classes. The FishAPP software architecture is in a late stage development and preliminary results obtained from its application on a small set of images are already available and will be presented in this paper.

2. Experimental Section

Figure 1 shows a high level view of the FishAPP software architecture. FishAPP provides a lightweight mobile app designed for the two most widespread mobile platforms (i.e., iOS and Android). The application exploits the smartphone camera as a sensor to capture an image of the fish to be analyzed. The multi-touch interface available on these operating systems is also exploited to let the user interacting with the recognition system during the analysis by providing useful information that both increases the quality and accuracy of the analysis. FishAPP mobile application is connected to a remote cloud server that implements the actual computational analysis. The remote server implements an image processing pipeline able to extract relevant information from the image provided by the users, and a machine learning infrastructure to process this information based on training data. A storage system is also implemented in the Cloud to record all analyzed images and data that can be used to continuously improve the recognition capabilities of the system.

Details regarding FishAPP mobile app and remote server will be provided in the following subsections.

Figure 1. FishAPP software architecture

2.1. Mobile App and Remote Server Interaction

The FishAPP mobile application software enables smartphones and tablets to capture the photo of a fish, or to select one from the local device photo library, and to connect with the FishAPP remote server. FishAPP mobile software has
been developed with PhoneGap, a free and open source framework that allows to create mobile apps using a set of standardized web APIs for the desired platforms [14]. The photo must include the full fish and it needs to respect the following guidelines:

- The fish must be photographed sideway;
- The caudal fin must be arranged in the relaxed anatomical way;
- Other fins should be set in a close-fitting manner.

Since lifeless fishes cannot keep the fins completely visible we opted to consider only the caudal fin as an anatomical discriminative feature (Figure 2).

Figure 2. Example of fish picture taken from smartphone local storage library and FishAPP GUI

Once the fish photo is obtained, it is possible to select the supposed fish species name from a menu and then send the labelled image to the cloud server. Instead of querying the server for all the available fish species we look for a specific user selected species. This characteristic is very useful from a classification point of view since the fish identification is limited to a specific (or supposed to be) fish family. This feature resembles the way the health inspectors perform during controls when they look at the label exhibited in the sale points.

The remote server receives the picture with the assigned fish species label and store it for future elaboration in a remote database.

Simultaneously the server side image processing unit starts analyzing the fish picture to compute a set of points marking some meaningful anatomical features. These points can be confirmed by the user via the user interface. The user can further refine this selection by dragging and then the remote server computes the feature extraction and perform the final classification. Finally, obtained results are sent to the FishAPP mobile application and the fish species identification is concluded.

The entire image processing pipeline, the key-points steps for the feature extraction process and the classification procedure are next analyzed into separated subsections.

2.1.1. Image Processing Unit. The picture of the fish is processed to perform the features extraction used for the classification. In this work we have implemented 27 geometrical features that describe some fishes anatomical characteristic. Features are calculated starting from a set of 12 anatomical points automatically detected as shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Example of anatomical set points proposed by FishAPP image processing unit

The image process unit has been developed in C++ language using OpenCV free and cross-platform computer vision library [15]. Figure 4 outlines the main steps implemented to find the fish border mask, from which it is then possible to detect the above-mentioned points.

First, after the noise reduction using the Bilateral Filter, a very approximative fish border is computed in two main different steps, applying the adaptive threshold (AT) filter to the original gray scale image in combination with the canny-edges filter followed by the laplacian filter (CE+L). We found that this filters sequence is able in its entirety to identify complementary useful fish border since the shadow and reflection of the fish (which is often wet) and the shadow projection make difficult the image segmentation.

In particular, using the same kernel size, the AT is able to compensate the color gradient non homogeneity concerning the shadow intensity while the CE+L makes more evident the difference between the background and the fish. The second main image processing unit is a rough fish mask body detection, by merging together the previous founded borders. Here some dilation, erosion and filling hole mask are used to better estimate the whole fish body.

Last, but most important, we make use of the GrabCut filter, that is an image segmentation method based on graph cuts iterative steps [16]. We apply the GrabCut filter by setting as a foreground mask the estimated fish body found in the prior step and a fitting region of interest (ROI) of the fish body as a foreground limit, together running over the bilateral filtered original image. It is important to mention that, at this step, to make the entire process faster but nonetheless accurate, a downsampling of the image is applied (scale factor = 2) before the grabcut process, and then the obtained output is upsampled as before. At this stage the very high quality fish segmentation takes part, the foreground fish body is selected and shadow effects and possible background non homogeneity are filtered. Obviously the
more the contrast exists between the fish and the background the faster and accurate is the final segmentation. Eventually the final mask is then skeletonized and the resulting image is passed to the next key-points step.

This image process unit has demonstrate to be effective in a real setup where the fishes have been photographed over a homogeneous background without other objects.

Figure 4. Summarized FishApp image processing unit

2.1.2. Key-Points Step and Features Extraction. Once the fish border is detected, the image is passed to a set of ad hoc C++ class functions that find 12 key-points of the fish. In particular the fish eye detector point class needs some other image processing techniques. Taking into account the only fish part between the central body portion and the mouth, we mainly used the following filters:

- Mean Shift filter.
- Contrast Limited Adaptive Histogram Equalization (CLAHE) filter;
- Hough Circles filter [17].

The desired result is an eye-centered circle with the same eye-diameter. Because of possible light reflection, blood stain presence in the cornea and due to intra-family color difference and fish scales patterns variability, this point is sometimes less accurate than the other ones. Some improvements at this stage are still under study. Anyway, if there is some millimetric gap with respect to the the fish-eye pattern, the user can easily modify the center and the diameter and then confirm all the detected key-points before performing the feature extraction.

At this point the remote server analysis is now able to find 27 features and save them into a comma separated value file (.csv) concerning morphological characteristic of the fish, as shows in Figure 5.

Essentially we are able to find the caudal fin position and its dimension, the center and the diameter of the eye, the mouth position and the physical border of the fish. Then we used these points to extract some information about the shape of the fish; its lengths-height ration, the proportion between the fin and the body dimensions, the position of the eye in the head, and so on. Since in the pictures there are not markers and it is not possible to detect the real size of the fish, all the geometrical features have been normalized with respect to its length.

Figure 5. FishAPP feature extracted. Blue and pink lines represent the morphological dimensions of the fish.

2.1.3. Artificial Neural Networks Classifiers. Artificial neural networks (ANNs) are a family of machine learning models inspired by biological neural networks and are widely used to solve pattern recognition problems [18]. In this study we trained two different type of ANNs thus dividing the classification in two different step: the first one is the fish family clusterization and the second one is the fish species recognition. The fish family clusterization is performed with ANNs trained as a One-Class classifier (OC) while the fish species identification are achieved with ANNs trained as Multi-Class classifier (MC) [19] as reported in the Figure 6.

When the user takes a picture of a fish and makes a request to identify the species by the FishAPP server he will also select the species name from a list. The selected name species is hereafter associated to the fish picture and firstly employed in the OC classification step. If the fish family is corrected then the MC-ANNs species identification is finally effected in the second classification step. Otherwise if the OC discards the fish, the user can change the fish name and try with another query to the FishAPP server.

Eventually the final result of the MC is a list of intra-family species membership confidence scores.
2.2. Training Dataset

The available dataset has been collected in separate sessions at the Turin (Italy) wholesale fish market. We were able to photograph 339 fish samples (reported with the corresponding binomial nomenclature and number of photos):

- European Anchovy, *Engraulis Encrasicolus* (125);
- European Pilchard, *Sardina Pilchardus* (107);
- Common Pandora, *Pagellus Erythrinus* (20);
- Atlantic Mackerel, *Scomber Scombrus* (18);
- Gilt-Head Bream, *Sparus Aurata* (22);
- European Hake, *Merluccius Merluccius* (19);
- Striped Red Mullet or Surmullet, *Mullus Surmuletus* (28).

We were able to train one OC-ANN with a target class composed of European Anchovies and European Pilchards against the rest of the dataset (232 vs 339). The corresponding MC-ANN was then trained considering this two classes: European Anchovies and European Pilchards (125 vs 107). A sample photo with an European Anchovies and an European Pilchards is reported in the Figure 7.

The entirely dataset has been processed with the FishAPP image processing unit and the feature extraction pipeline. At the key-points confirmation step some adjustment to the points position have been done, by dragging the incorrect points as reported in the previous section. In fact, since the fish segmentation is not always precise, some of the key-points could be consequently wrong but they can be corrected by the user via the user interface.

2.3. Results

To test the accuracy of the FishAPP species identification we implemented a leave-one-out cross validation (LOO-cv) model and we performed an 'in-field' and 'real time' fish market field validation.

The LOO-cv result final accuracy was 100% (339/339). More precisely all the European Anchovies (125/125) and European Pilchards (107/107) were correctly identified for their family and species membership (OC and MC classifiers), whereas all the other fishes were filtered in the first OC-ANN classifier (232/232). In particular in the MC-ANN the European Anchovies and the European Pilchards were perfectly recognized as shown in the following Figure 8. Here it is possible to underline how the two neuron output layer values were able to separate exactly the two different classes without false positive.

Results obtained during two different 'in-field' validation have confirmed the same accuracy results.

3. Conclusion

In this paper we proposed 'FishAPP', a mobile application software able to detect fish falsification through image processing and ANNs classification procedure. We implemented an automatic image processing and computer vision procedure to analyze fish photos and we designed an automatic feature extraction pipeline. We tested the available dataset with cross validation and we performed an in-field validation.

Preliminary results obtained from the available dataset were encouraging.
The collection of additional data is still being organized in order to provide results on a wider and more complete dataset, with a greater number of fish families and species.
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